
' The last two decades have witnessed a gradual build
up of various aspects of education from literacy, pri-
mary education and elementary education to early
childhood care and education. This has taken place
sometimes as a pilot study, sometimes on a macro
scale, but was seldom used as an integrated
programme interlinking various elements. Some of the
key aspects of the education sector within the coun-
try are briefly discussed here.

Constitutional mandate
After independence, Article 45 of the Directive Prin-
ciples of State Policy gave the State ten years to pro-
vide free and compulsory education for all children
until the age of fourteen years. The early post inde-
pendence years saw an expansion of formal schools
and since the prime responsibility of education lay
with the states there was a decline in central funding.

In 1964, the Education Commission highlighted the
complexity of the task, especially in view of the spi-
raling population growth. Realising the need for con-
certed efforts and expansion of delivery systems, the
Commission set 1985 as the target year for achiev-
ing Universal Adult Education. In 1976, a constitu-
tional amendment placed school education in the
Concurrent List and thus enhanced the direct role of
the Central Government.

In 1993, the landmark Supreme Court judgement in
Unnikrishanan vs. the state of Andhra Pradesh located
basic education as a fundamental right. A draft bill
was tabled in July 1997 to amend the Constitution
and recognise the Right to Education for children be-
tween 6 and 14 years of age and requiring the State
to make the necessary provisions.

The parliament cleared the bill nearly four years later,
in December 2001, and the Presidential approval was
received in November, 2002. The Bill was passed,
but continues to have certain elements that warrant
further debate. The International Convention on the
Rights of the Child, to which India is a signatory, de-
scribes the child as a person upto 18 years of age,
whereas the bill limits the age to 14 years. The 0-6
years age group is covered under the Directive Prin-
ciples. Article 45 now obligates the State to provide
early childhood care and education for all children until
they complete six years of age, but this age group
has been removed from the bill by specifying the age
as 6-14.

The bill also does not define 'quality of services' and
rather leaves it at 'as the State, by law, may deter-
mine'. This gives the state the leeway to
institutionalise alternative and 'low cost' options.

The bill also makes it the 'fundamental duty' of par-
ents to 'provide education to their child/ward between
6 and 14 years. Provision of education is a State
responsibility. Penalising parents who are mostly poor
and marginalised, for a system that does not deliver,
seems like a dilution of the State's responsibility.

Key projects
The 1986 National Policy on Education (NPE), sub-
sequently revised in 1992, marks the beginning of
'education reforms' within the country and is a turn-
ing point. The policy looked at reaching the difficult
groups and addressed issues of improving quality.

It was towards the end of the 1980s that several inno-
vative programmes in education were set up, some
for the first time with external assistance which,
though not large in terms of numbers, played an im-
portant role in promoting qualitative changes in the
processes and their management. Andhra Pradesh
Primary Education Project, Shiksha Karmi (1987),
Mahila Samakhya (1987), Bihar Education Project and
Lok Jumbish are some examples of programmes that
promoted equity, community participation and
decentralised planning and management.

Lok Jumbish (LJ) the Education for All (EFA) Project
was launched in 1992 in Rajasthan to universalise
elementary education. The literal meaning of Lok
Jumbish is 'people's movement' which signifies both
the spirit and mode of universalisation of elementary
education. The Government of India and the Govern-
ment of Rajasthan formulated the project jointly in
the wake of the National Policy on Education, 1986.
The project experimented with participatory processes
and universalised the access, retention and quality
of elementary education for children in the age group
5 to 14 years. The goals of Lok Jumbish included
• making education the instrument of women's eq-

uity
• improving the quality and equity in education
• providing reach out programmes for children of

disadvantaged sections of society and physically
challenged children

• contextualising the content and process of edu-
cation

• encouraging effective participation of people in
planning and management of education.
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Built upon accumulated national experience and area-
specific projects a nation-wide District Primary Edu-
cation Program (DPEP) was launched in 1994. Central
to the design of the DPEP was a concept that in a
vast country such as India with 50 languages of in-
struction, education had to be contextual. DPEP was
designed to improve the quality of teaching and learn-
ing, increase retention, expand access to disadvan-
taged groups and incorporate a gender perspective.
At present (in late 2002), DPEP covers 271 districts
in 18 states.

The Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA) was launched in
2000-2001, based on the realisation that most of the
programmes so far were disjointed in nature. They
targeted either specific regions or specific elements.
DPEP focussed only on primary education and cov-
ered less than half the country.

With a goal to achieve UEE by the year 2010 in a
mission mode, SSA focuses on decentralised, par-
ticipative and consultative planning. Following the
DPEP framework, the programme calls for commu-
nity ownership of school-based interventions through
effective decentralisation. All the existing programmes
except Mid-Day Meals and Mahila Samakhya are
subsumed in SSA.

Despite being a strong advocate of consultative, par-
ticipatory processes, SSA was evolved without any
larger consultation with civil society. While calling for
an integrated approach, the programme does not forge
any linkages with adult literacy initiatives in its design
and implementation.

Moving away from the earlier schemes of 'social edu-
cation', a National Adult Education Programme was
launched in 1978, linking adult education to develop-
ment. The three significant components of the pro-
gram were functionality, awareness and literacy. The
programme promoted a centre-based approach,
which was a dismal failure.

The adult education programme was completely re-
vamped with the launch of the National Literacy Mis-
sion (NLM) in 1988. The Total Literacy Campaigns
(TLCs) promoted by NLM followed a mass based cam-
paign approach and its aim was to make people liter-
ate over a period of nine months. The design of TLCs
did not, however, pay sufficient attention to Post Lit-
eracy and Continuing Education.

The Arun Ghosh Committee, set up in 1993-94 to

assess the NLM, called for relinquishing the objective of
eradicating illiteracy by 2000 and replacing it with the
more feasible objective of developing a learning society.
The Committee pointed out that a successful post lit-
eracy and continuing education programme was the most
difficult problem confronting NLM, and neither could be
achieved through the campaign mode.

However, the Committee's key recommendations
were largely ignored and only minor ones were ac-
cepted and thus an opportunity to redesign and re-
construct the programme was lost.

Meanwhile, though the NLM received the UNESCO
award in 1999, it struggled to put in place effective
mechanisms for post literacy and continuing educa-
tion. NLM in consultation with the Department for In-
ternational Development (DFID) of the UK government,
hopes to design a bilateral project for 'Literacy for Em-
powerment' to be implemented in four states - Madhya
Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh, Orissa and West Bengal.
National Council for Applied Economic Research
(NCAER) is the consultant designing the project

Targets
Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan has set the following targets
• All children to be enrolled - in schools, EGS and

Alternative Education centres, back-to-school
camps - by 2003

• All children complete five years of primary educa-
tion by 2007 and eight years by 2010

• All social and gender gaps to be bridged at the
primary stage by 2007 and at the elementary level
by 2010 and universal retention by 2010, five years
ahead of the 2015 targets of the Dakar Goals

• Elementary education of satisfactory quality with
a focus on education for life.

With the parameters of satisfactory quality not being
defined, it is hard to relate this in practical terms. NLM,
with its focus on adult literacy, is aiming for 75 per
cent literacy by 2007.

Are these targets realistic? Off the record, no. On the
face of it, a pressure to perform gears the system to
perform.



Facts and figures
The provisional tables released by Census 2001
showed that 54 per cent of the women and 76 per
cent of the men are literate, taking the overall lit-
eracy rate to 65 per cent. The country recorded the
highest decadal jump of 13 per cent with female lit-
eracy going up by 15 per cent against the increase in
male literacy by 12 per cent. For the first time, the
absolute number of illiterates is less than that of the
literate. 94 per cent of the rural population has ac-
cess to a primary school within one km and 85 per
cent to an upper primary school within 3 km.

The Census also reveals a grim reality - that India
has the maximum number of illiterates in the world.
Nearly 50 per cent of all women continue to be illiter-
ate. In the age group 15-29 years, 83 per cent of the
men and only 59 per cent of the women were literate.
The Net Enrolment Ratio (NER) showed that 36 per
cent of the girls, 22 per cent more than boys and 29
per cent of children in the age group 6-10 years were
out of school in 1997-98 (India Country Paper, EFA
2000 Assessment.) Disaggregated data on out-of-
school and never enrolled children reveals that most
of these children are from socially and economically
disadvantaged circumstances and the girls are worse
off within each sub group.

The drop out rate was 40 per cent at the primary level
and about 55 per cent at the upper elementary level.
The drop out rates for girls was 42 per cent at the
primary level and 60 per cent at the elementary level.

The teacher pupil ratio, which was 1:24 in 1950-51,
worsened to 1:43 in 1999-2000 at the primary level
and from 1:20 to 1:38 at the middle level (GOI, Se-
lected Education Statistics, 1999-2000, M/HRD).

Though the access issue has been resolved to an
extent, retention rates continue to be depressing. The
NFHS (II) reveals that only 34.2 per cent girls and
53.3 per cent boys (of all respondents) complete pri-
mary education and 19.7 per cent girls and 35.6 per
cent boys complete middle school. The median num-
ber of years of schooling is 5.5 for boys and 1.8 for
girls.

In India, multiple sources of educational statistics
exist, which use varying concepts and definitions of
educational variables. Some of these sources are -
Census of India, Ministry of Human Resource Devel-
opment (MHRD), National Sample Survey
Organisation (NSSO), National Family Health Survey

(NFHS), and National Council of Educational Research
and Training (NCERT). Large differences are often seen
in data/information reported by these agencies and infor-
mation on many important variables is not available from
any of the sources (Working Group Report on Elemen-
tary and Adult Education, for the Tenth Plan 2002-2007,
GOI).

Girls and women
The sex ratios that the provisional tables of Census
2001 portray are a sad comment on how little girls
are valued in the country. While the sex ratio for the
country has improved from 927 in 1991 to 933 in 2001,
the sex ratio for 0-6 age group has come down from
945 in 1991 to 927 in 2001. The universal norm is
1050 girls to 1000 boys. According to the Census

• The 10 districts with the lowest female-male child
sex ratio in the country are all in Haryana and the
Punjab. It is significant that Haryana recently won
a special award for having registered a significant
drop in its population growth rate. Punjab with the
ratio of 793 (female literacy 63.55 per cent) and
Haryana with the ratio of 820 (female literacy
56.31). Two of the most economically prosperous
states have the lowest ratios.

• A fourth of India's population comprises girls' upto
the age of 19 years. Despite being biologically
stronger than boys, almost 300,000 more girls than
boys die annually. The Chennai-based M S
Swaminathan Research Foundation, estimates
that every sixth female death is specifically due to
gender discrimination. Of the 12 million girls born
every year, a fourth do not survive to see their
fifteenth birthday.

• In 11 states and union territories, the literacy rate
for women is less than the national average.
Kishanganj district in Bihar has the lowest female
literacy rate of 18.49 per cent.

• Of the 12 million children in the age group 6-11
out of school, 89 per cent were girls and in the
age group 6-14 children out of school, 67 per cent
were girls (India Country Paper, EFA 2000 Assess-
ment).

The Urban Deprived Child (UDC)
The Urban Deprived Child is the new buzz word in
the development lexicon. Urban population has grown
at an average rate of 3 per cent and by 2001, it is
estimated to be 30 per cent of the total population. About



23 per cent of the children in the 6-14 age group belong to
the designated poor families. The needs of urban poor
children are different because of the complex relation-
ships between developmental, social, legal, political and
economic issues linked to governments, institutions,
communities and individuals in cities. Of particular con-
cern is the category of the 'nowhere' children, who are
neither going to school nor are they accounted missing
as child labour. In urban areas, the divide between gov-
ernment and private schools is large. More poor people
are using government schools where infrastructure and
basic amenities, teaching, learning material and pro-
cesses, are weak.

Financing education
The magic figure of 6 per cent of GDP was first given
by the Kothari Education Commission in 1964. At the
E 9 conference in 1993, the then Prime Minister
Narasimha Rao pledged to commit 6 per cent of GDP
to education.

The Tenth Finance Commission, 1994, headed by
JBG Tilak, calculated the additional amount required
to enroll all children in school. In January 1999, the
Tapas Mazumdar Committee was appointed by the
Union cabinet to work out financial requirements for
UEE. The Committee worked with the norms for en-
suring minimal equality. These norms included

• A pupil teacher ratio of 30:1.
• Two teachers for every primary school.
• Three teachers and one headmaster for every up-

per primary school.
• Two primary schools for every upper primary

school.
• Provision of scholarship for 50 per cent of the

children.
• Operation Black Board.

The Committee demonstrated that the country at the
current level of GDP can afford the additional alloca-
tion and that it is not necessary to divert large amount
of funds from other sectors. If the overall 6 per cent
allocation is made instead of the present level of 3.8
per cent, only 1 per cent additional GDP needs to be
added to the allocation for basic education and the
balance could be used for improving other sectors of
education. More than 90 per cent of the education
allocation covered teacher's salaries.

Since the 1990s, most of the multilateral and bilateral
agencies have supported education, mainly basic edu-
cation. The total contribution of external aid stands at less

than 3 per cent of the government spending on elemen-
tary education. Though there is no denying the positive
fallout of the projects such as DPEP, Lok Jumbish and
so on, the immediate implication can be a reduced do-
mestic effort to finance primary education. It may be
perceived that only with external assistance could edu-
cation reforms be pushed in contrast to the decentralisation
tenets promoted by Gandhi.

In a programme (Sawal Aapke, Star News Channel)
televised on September 5,2002, celebrated as Teach-
ers' day, the Human Resource Minister (HRM) indi-
cated that the government needs to mobilise resources
within education. The HRM rued that the Finance Minis-
ter had not accepted his idea of cess an education and
instead a cess on diesel had been levied. He also sug-
gested that university students donate their first salary to
their alma mater in recognition of the investment made
by the institution. A little later in the same programme he
said that the present allocation of nearly 4 per cent of the
budget was insufficient and that if private investments
were added, the figure would go up to 7 per cent, or even
9 per cent.

The government's intention of encouraging FDI (for-
eign direct investment) in elementary education has
been a matter of debate. FDI in primary education
has not been welcomed by activists and financial ana-
lysts alike, mainly because providing education to a
poor habitation, with minimal paying capacity is not a
sound business proposition.

The website of the Department of Education mentions
the setting up of 'Bharat Shiksha Kosh' (India Educa-
tion Fund) - an attempt to mobilise public and private
resources to fill the gap between actual requirements
and available budgetary support.

State funding of education sector, despite best efforts,
has been inadequate and it has not so far been pos-
sible to set apart 6 per cent of the GDP for education.
State funding alone may not, therefore, be sufficient
to meet the challenge ahead. A whole-hearted na-
tional effort both in the public and private sectors would
be necessary for the country to emerge as a fully lit-
erate and economically vibrant nation in the new cen-
tury.

The Government has decided to enlist the support of all
concerned and mobilise extra budgetary resources to fill
in the gap between actual requirements and the available
budgetary support. It has, therefore, been decided to
constitute a Bharat Shiksha Kosh' to receive donations/



contributions/endowments from individuals and corpo-
rate, Central and State Governments, NRIs and PIOs
for various educational purposes. Contributions to the
Kosh can be both in cash and kind. It would also permit
sponsorship under which any organisation or individual
can become sponsors of the educational activities in a
particular village, town, city, school, college or even a
child through the payment of a specified amount. A school
or college or a building or block thereof may be named
after the sponsor on payment of a prescribed amount.
Similarly, prizes, scholarships and chairs in the edu-
cational institutions could also be instituted in the
name of the sponsors.

Contributions, donations etc. to the Kosh would qualify
for hundred per cent deduction under the Income Tax
Act, 1961 and also exempted from the provisions of
FCRA. The Government has made an initial contri-
bution of Rs.1 crore to the Kosh. Government expects
individuals and corporate to generously contribute to
the educational development of the country.

Union Cabinet has approved the above proposal in
December 2001. Ministry Of HRD is currently taking
necessary steps to operationalise the Kosh including
setting up the Society etc. and more details would be
made available on this page soon.

MTV focused on an education programme of an NGO
in West Bengal. ICICI with its support to Pratham, not
only financially but also by making available critical
human resources, is a leading private sector
organisation supporting education. Its site 'ICICI Com-
munities' covering a wide range of issues, serves as
a useful information-clearing house. The Azim Premji
Foundation, promoted by WIPRO, is working in close
collaboration with the state governments of Andhra
Pradesh and Karnataka. These are just some ex-
amples of involvement of the corporate sector spe-
cifically in education.

International NGOs
Aga Khan Foundation (AKF), Care India, Save the
Children Fund (SCF), Action Aid and Oxfam are some
of the international NGOs that support education in-
terventions, mainly for basic education. While in terms
of money their intervention may be minimal, they pro-
vide a crucial platform and space for NGOs to experi-
ment and innovate. But neither is their learning always
disseminated nor is there an effort to mainstream the
lessons and learn and build from each other's experi-
ences.
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